
Elk River Chain of Lakes  
Watershed Plan Implementation Team (WPIT) Meeting 

Antrim County Building, Room 211 
 

June 12, 2013 
1:00 pm 

 

Co-Hosted by: 
The Watershed Center ~ Grand Traverse Bay 

Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council 
 

**DRAFT - PROPOSED**MINUTES 
 

I. Introductions 
Andy Knott – TWC – aknott@gtbay.org 
Maureen McManus – TWC – mmcmanus@gtbay.org 
Dean Branson – TLA – deanbranson@torchlake.com 
Paul Sak – FOCL – lockclam@charter.net 
Dave Reck - TLPA - reck.dave@gmail.com 
Heidi Schaffer– ACD - heidishaffer3@yahoo.com 
Rich Hannan – GRNA - rich@grassriver.org 
Becky Norris – TLA - norrisrebe@torchlake.com 
Greg Goudy – MDEQ Water Resources Division – goudyg@michigan.gov 
Joe Meyers - Antrim County - meyersj@antrimcounty.org 
 

 
II. Agenda Review: anything to add? 

a. AAS in Grass River – TLA sampled and TWC will put on their database 
b. Great Lakes Water Levels - Dean *Added to updates letter F. 

 
III.  Updates 

 
A. Fish Shelters Project Workgroup 

a. Dean group of 8-10 ppl project tomorrow (6/13) making as many crates 
as possible. Dean then filled Greg in on the project. Got waivers to put 2 
shelter locations on each lake and to place some shelters before the July 
15th fish spawning restriction. As there are usually no fish spawning at 
that depth. 

b. GPS discussion Paul: Get Article to include in minutes. Sherriff’s dive team 
does training once a month. They went to Clam Lake, found 4 sites and 
shelters at sites. Confirmed and modified the GPS sites as they were not 
100% accurate. When they place the shelters, they take 3 GPS units and 
take a point on each of them, then averaged the location readings and 
depth readings to come up with the GPS readings used. Some were off by 
70+ feet. For the future, they are going to do a re-GPS of the shelters. 
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The divers thought it was a very good exercise. Saw large and small fish 
at each site. Largemouth around slabwood trees. Small fish in crates and 
stumps. Shelters are all intact, slabwood trees are straight up. Crates lie 
flat on bottom except one (resting on log). They are working and drawing 
fish. Dive team hope to bring in more counties to do the training days and 
to hit the other lakes. 

c. Greg: how long will the shelters last? 
d. Paul: Not a scientist…the hope would be for a VERY long time. 
e. Dean: 30 years ago some shelters were put in and some of them are still 

there. Don’t want cement blocks, and use natural material. 
f. Greg: what about the nails? 
g. Dean: We are using as many wooden dowels as possible vs. nails. 
h. Paul: The wood is straight from mills and as natural as possible…hope 

that things will sit down there and pieces of structures will still stay intact 
even if the nails break down. 

i. Dean: This project gets another group of people involved. 
j. Greg: Some shelters still have their spikes from the 30s. 
k. Andy: Will you use Sheriff divers to survey fish? 
l. Dean: We had other folks for that, but the other diver would not go down 

if she could not see the structure for safety reasons. 
m. Paul: We learned from these guys that you never send out single divers 

and these guys were very professional. Good to see that. 1 patrol boat 
keeping other folks away was used. Told about the lost Torch structure in 
120-130 ft. of water. The Sheriffs dive team may be able to go find the 
lost torch structure. We can partner with the dive team at any point, but 
right now we have a full cooperation with them! 

n. Dave: Request to sink in water shallow enough so that people can see 
them so that trollers won't get caught in them. 

o. Dean: Our permit requires them to be at that depth. 
p. Paul: This program is a combination of still fisherman and trollers who 

have been active in the program. Steve Young has been involved. 
Agreement that in Torch and Elk Lake, they would be in areas where you 
could see them and it is our understanding that they are in areas where 
we can see them. And the GPS locations are accurate enough. 
Understanding that they could be seen in Torch and Elk and that is ok. 
Steve said he was good with that agreement. 

q. Dean: Next Wed. a group meeting will happen with Steve in Elk to talk 
about trollers. No agreement has been made. Trollers are more than 
welcome to attend to let them talk about their concerns. 

r. Dave: Has asked about this before and no response has gotten back to 
him, and Steve has his email. You still have permission to sink these in 
multiple places and hopes that they get sunk deep enough. 

s. Andy: Suggested Dave goes to next Wed. Work Group. 



t. Dave: Just asking that they be sunk in water shallow enough to be 
observed. There is a false assumption that everyone will have a GPS, 
which is not true. We are designing a program for people who are rich 
enough to have this equipment. It is a well intentioned program, great for 
Bass and pike fisherman. Keep them out of deep water where folks can’t 
see. 

u. Becky: What I heard was that they were being placed too shallow, now 
you are saying that it is too deep. 

v. Dave: Sometimes you do deep fishing, going to the specific depth for 
specific temperatures for different times of year. 

w. Dean: What depth? We need a ft. depth. Are we putting them in the right 
place or wrong place? 

x. Dave: Just asking that the current rule be continued. 
y. Greg: Want them away from the drop-off. 
z. Dave: Don't want more situations like with the lost structure. 
aa. Greg: Is there a benefit to where would be the best around the lake to 

either place the structures or avoid placing them? 
bb. Dean: We tried to stay away from Dave’s area of the lake. 
cc. Dave: Doesn't want any favors he is worried about the trolling fishermen 

generally. 
dd. Dean: Places where the structures are places are all in permit with written 

permission and depth were the requirements. 
ee. Paul: I still don’t understand the problem. We are placing them between 

15-20 ft. max. 4 ft high structure, what is the problem? The intent is to 
put it in that range. One mistake out of 66 shelters is not bad. 

ff. Dave: There is a problem with the drafting of the permit: there is nothing 
that says a maximum. Trollers need to go where the big fish are. If the 
structures go in 60 ft. of water we can’t see them. 

gg. Paul: The permit says 15-25 ft. depth of water in all lakes. That is what 
we are shooting for. If it is above 25 ft. you are not pulling bait fish there. 

hh. Andy: There is a meeting next wed. to talk about it. We need to move on. 
 
ii.  *ACTION ITEM* Dean: will make sure that Dave gets an email 

confirmation saying that the shelters will be put at a depth where they can 
be seen. 

 
B. Antrim County Waterways Group work on Grass River 

a. Dean: explained to Greg. *See previous minutes*. Permit application has 
been submitted for sample/example site. We will get report to support the 
use of woody debris from Anthony Kendall. Matt and Heather from the 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality said it will require 
adequate documentation with before and after river morphology and 
health information (river morphology by Anthony and habitat assessments 
with Macroinvertebrates done on the 6th of June). The river has a better 



macroinvertebrate diversity than any of the creeks at that one location 
where sampling occurred. With this baseline information we can now go 
back and tell if the woody debris makes a positive impact on the 
macroinvertebrate population. 

b. Greg: When they did the depth, did they do the soft sediment depth? 
c. Dean: No, we haven’t done that.  
d. Greg: How fast is the current? Fast enough that woody debris would help? 
e. Dean: Yes. Looking at the relationship with particle size and flow it looks 

like it will be good. There is currently lots of accumulated sediment at 
least up to his thighs. 

f. Andy: Permit submitted yesterday, 90 day wait time. They had a form and 
a write-up to answer any of the questions from the pre-permit meeting. 
There are cross-sectional diagrams, plot maps, charts…all things went to 
Matt Leitch. 

g. Dan: A list of frequently asked questions were compiled and submitted to 
Grenetta and passed out at public forum. Very nice brochure. Such 
questions as: "If you move sediment down stream, will it just move the 
problem?" were included. Thanks Tip of the Mitt for doing that. 

h. *ACTION ITEM* Becky would like a copy of it. 
i. Mark Stone took it to the public works committee. Question of how to 

reduce the sources of sediment into the river. 
 

C. Stormwater Assessments – Shanty Creek/Bellaire 
a. Heidi: Pond on Maury Creek got cleaned out 5 years ago, but there is still 

good volume in the pond to capture more. Pete Bigford was who we 
talked to at Shanty Creek. It would be great to have a maintenance 
agreement to have settling pond cleaned out. However, we would have to 
deal with a whole bunch of folks. Not just Shanty Creek owns that 
property, lots of condos and other associations create stormwater on that 
mountain. The Watershed Center and Antrim Conservation District need to 
hike up Shanty Creek also. They have a lot of green space where water is 
absorbed, but there is still flashiness that happens. Talked to Shanty 
Creek's chief gardener. She said when they have an opportunity to re-
work a flower bed we can depress them and try to capture stormwater. 

b. Dean: Most concerned about Maury creek. We need to keep going after it. 
The complaint is that all of the sediment goes into Lake Bellaire and 
creates a plume. He thinks it is some of the sediment source for the Grass 
River.  

c. Greg: Dealing with woody debris is just addressing the symptom. So really 
you are looking at stormwater as the issue. 

d. Dave: We ought to also be looking at the wake effect of boats. 
e. Rich: A study was done in 2006, monitoring boat traffic up and down 

Grass River. It would be great to do it again. One time there was an air 
boat on Grass River, ignoring the no-wake rule. The fact that it is 



happening is distressing. He has collected different evidence where some 
folks are on kayaks and having problems with boats. One thing brought 
up to amplify the signage on the river, something to give attention to. No 
enforcement is also an issue. 

f. Paul: Marine patrol is upping activity last year and this year. Problem is 
the tourists going downstream. They start pushing it and going faster 
when it gets buggy. 

g. Rich, have stops been made? 
h. Paul: There is a patrol, and I have made suggestions to boaters to slow 

down. With the funding available, we can’t have 100% coverage of the 
river all of the time. It would help if paddlers could use the whole river to 
slow boat traffic. 

i. Andy: Let's get back to the stormwater issue. 
j. Paul: We have done a boat count study on clam lake for 4 years. Same 

boat count coming out of grass river. 8 hour study on a Saturday. Can 
show trends.  

k. *ACTION ITEM* Paul to get Rich those studies. 
l. Heidi: There are also some sand traps on Shanty Creek we need to look 

at. The mouth of the Maury Creek Outlet is 3/4 of a mile away from the 
inlet of the Grass River. It is the fines, not the sand that are the problem. 
There was a lot of vegetation not in the stream channel, but around it. It 
is the fines. Do need to hike Shanty Creek. The problem with the resort is 
that it is so piece meal…if sand traps are deemed necessary, we need to 
do a maintenance agreements. Tangible items such as the sand traps and 
the road-stream crossings are doable. The Maury creek thing is a harder 
issue to handle. When seeps come out it is a problem. 

 

 
D. Small Dams Inventory 

a. Dean: There is a small dam on Shanty Creek. 
b. Heidi: Antrim Conservation District (ACD) met with the Watershed Center 

(TWC) and will be working on locating all of the small dams in Antrim 
County and doing an inventory on them. 

c. Andy: The Michigan Department of Natural Resources has money for 
small dams removal/maintenance (Website: 
http://www.michigan.gov/dnr/0,4570,7-153-58225_62891---,00.html). 

d. *ACTION ITEM* TWC: get ACD small dams grant website and what went 
out in the letter from TWC. 

e. Dean: Who owns the dam on Shanty Creek? Who is paying taxes on it? 
Might be common property. Association might own it. Private property. It 
has to be on the books. 

f. Heidi: Talk to equalization downstairs. The problem is not necessarily who 
owns what, but removing the problem dams. We need to get Christy on 
there to apply for grant. 



 
 

E. Chain of Lakes Waterways Festival  
a. Joe: still working on it. Summer/Fall 2014 

 
F. **Added Great Lakes Water Levels 

a. Dean: there is an issue with Lake MI and Huron water levels. There are 
groups around that are doing something about it. Restore Our Waters 
International is a group of groups and Three Lakes is in it. The Chair is a 
retired Army Corps of Engineers staff. He has identified what should be 
done. Why is the biggest hit on Lake MI for water levels? It is because of 
historic dredging on St. Clair river. 20 inches could be restored if 
compensation structures are put in. This has been Ok-ed already. There is 
9 Billion dollars in a federal fund for dredging, use that money for funding 
this project. Slow the flow out of the St. Clair river. 

b. Rich: we are draining water out of the lake too fast.  
c. Dean: There are already designs available and funding available; now 

they need the will. 
d. Dave: What do you want us to do about it? 
e. Dean : For your groups, or the ERCOL WPIT to advocate and write letters. 

So many folks are focused on Asian carp and other things, but the lake 
level issue is one that the great lakes governors should focus on and fix.  I 

f. Paul: Grenetta has said that it is one organization where this information 
is coming from, and that the jury is still out. 

g. Andy: It is fine for public information to know what this organization is 
coming out with. But why is TLA involved? The ERCOL water levels are 
not impacted by the St. Clair River. 

h. Dean: we are a group that is not bounded by geographical boundaries. 
Lanna Paulick is an IJC commissioner. Do the study. They are not 
authorized to install anything, just to study it. She was one of 6 
presenters at conference. There is quoted data that multiple people are 
convergeing on. Two different people have said that we have lost 20 
inches due to dredging. The sooner we can get the state of Michigan's 
governor on this, the sooner we can fix the problem. 

i. Greg: Have they looked at using power generating turbines in instead? 
j. Dean: It comes down to cost. If you can do structures and power at the 

same time do it. Generating power would take even longer for the army 
corps to move on and fast-moving is the key. Fast-moving action vs. 
studies would be better. Few people think that the high water is coming 
back. 

k. Andy: There was a public meeting in Jan. Army Corps Keith. Heard the 
corps admit that it was only 10-15 inches caused by the dredging of the 
St. Clair River. 



l. Dean: 20 inches was agreed upon at the Boyne conference. 27 inches 
with global climate change. 

m. Greg: I am assuming that they are looking at structure flow. 
n. Dean: With the engineers' model, it would take 5 years to get 20 inches 

back. I don’t’ know if WPIT has a role to play. 
 

G. Funding updates - Great Lakes Basin Soil Erosion  
grant for work on road ends; others? 

a. Heidi: talked to Gary Overmyer, he said any grant needed to have a direct 
impact on the great lakes. Only 2 road ends on the bay could use 
tweeking. Would like to see things on road ends on inland lakes. 

b. Dean: Three Lakes received $2,500 to continue work with 
trichloroethylene plume. Re-activate ACUTE if there is a university willing 
to do work on a study. Preliminary engineering being done to re-locate 
wells $300,000 to do it. New well field on east side of Mancelona. Greg 
McMaster said it is on course to go through. Funding from Freshwater 
Future. 

c. Rich: GRNA got funding for macroinvertebrate sampling. They are working 
on another series of places to monitor. 

 
H. Other Updates 

a. Anything else to add? 
b. Andy: Event for Eurasian watermilfoil  
c. Heidi: Working on rain gardens at Grass River Center, exciting! Planting 

next week! 
d. Dave: TLPA contracted with TOTM to do a primary parcel mapping project 

for the Torch Lake watershed. Working on model to work on watershed 
edge and may modify it. In conjunction with GTRLC to work with them for 
a hybrid set of criteria to enable more parcels to be conserved 
(conservation easement!). 100s or 1000s of acres to be conserved! See if 
we can increase the conservancy’s efforts in this region. Megan Olds gave 
them a presentation. Megan doesn’t go below 40 acres. They can’t cruse 
the perimeter of every parcel they have access to. Completion date : 
12/31/2013. 

e. Andy, have you talked to Peg about that? 
f. Dave: Keith Ross had called him about it and wants to talk. Peg needs to 

contact him (Dave) if she wants to talk about it. 
g. Andy: Monday is annual TOTM lake association meeting. 

 
IV. Next meeting: August 14th 2013 1-3 same room Meeting Room 112. 

 
 
 
 


